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Letter from the President :
Greetings,
I greet you with enthusiasm and pride as the
president of Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter
because of the dedication and hard work of
the membership. The first quarter of 2015
found this chapter engaged in phenomenal
acts of service and sisterhood. There have
been several “firsts” this year for Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter that you will read
about in this newsletter (Pink Goes Red
Health Fair and two School Board Candidate
forums). Additionally this quarter, there has been a return to producing
the chapter newsletter, Pink Inc, and an extension of the weekly bulletin to
include community activities and announcements. Fellowship abounded
during several celebrations. Please read about the 35th RIF Celebration
hosted by EEOmega at the Don Moyer Boys and Girls Club. Acts of kindness and fellowship overflowed during Founders’ Day Celebrations (in
Chicago, Decatur and our own) attended by members. We engaged in various sisterhood activities suggested in the new Sisterly Relations Manual. As is obvious, I am so pleased with the activities and programs we have
implemented and supported in the first three months of this year. It is
with pleasure that we share the hard work of the members of Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter. Happy Reading!!!

Publicity: Rafiqah Mustafaa and
Kimberly Shine
Historian: Patricia McKinney
Lewis
Graduate Advisors: Kaamilyah
Abdullah-Span and Jolynn Caroline
Membership: JoAnn Archey and
Tia Butler
Standards/Protocol: Alice Payne
and Dionne Webster
Chaplain: JoAnn Archey
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In love and service,
Murial D. Jones
Chapter President
Cluster IV Coordinator

Celebrating Alpha Kappa Alpha’s History
Founders’ Day Celebration
On March 14, 2015, Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter and Gamma Chapter Sisters
celebrated Founders’ Day together. In addition to celebrating Founders’ Day, Epsilon Epsilon Omega honored its golden and silver Sisters. EEOmega’s golden
and silver sisters are: Hester Suggs, Patricia McKinney Lewis, JoAnn Archey, Alice
Payne, Johnnie Carey, Leola Davis, and Murial Jones. Chapter Sisters celebrated
the contributions of these Sisters to Alpha Kappa Alpha and Epsilon Epsilon
Omega. Kudos to the Founder’s Day Committee and the Sisterly Relations Committee!

Alpha Kappa Alpha History Fact
The illustrious founders of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated were
among fewer than 1,000 African-Americans that were fortunate enough to be enrolled in higher education institutions in 1908. Women were still striving for
equality
in all facets of society during this time period. Between 1908 and 1911,
LEADERSHIP
148RETREAT
students graduated from Howard University; only 25 of the 148 graduates
were women. The founders of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated continued to blaze trails for not only African-American women, but all women and
members of society after they graduated from Howard University. Find out more
about our beloved founders’ successes in future newsletters.
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Go Red for Heart Health!
Community Health Fair
On Sunday, February 15, 2015,
Epsilon Epsilon
Omega, in partnership with the
Amazing Women’s Ministry at Canaan Baptist Church in
Urbana, Illinois, organized a community Health Fair at
the Canaan Academy gym in Urbana. The Health Fair
was organized by the chapter’s Program Committee,
under the leadership of Sisters JoAnn Archey and Patricia McKinney-Lewis. The goal of the program was to
provide a space for community members to gather, engage in physical activity, and gain greater knowledge about their
overall health and ways to address some commonly-experienced
health issues.
The event was well-attended by guests of all ages. As guests
checked in, they were encouraged to take a one-mile walk around
the gym, have their blood pressure and weight checked and have
their body mass index (BMI) calculated. Volunteers kept guests
motivated along their walk, played jump rope along with guests,
and answered questions. For the second half of the program, Dr.
Batlagunbu Laksinarayanan, from Christie Clinic Cardiology,
spoke about heart disease, diabetes, and other illnesses, and actions guests could take to either decrease the likelihood of having
these illnesses, or cope and work to get rid of these illnesses if
they are already dealing with them.
The program also involved a series of raffles during which guests
won books on leading a healthy lifestyle, and other gifts to help
them on their healthy lifestyle journeys!
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Sister of the Year: Tia Butler
Each year, members of Alpha Kappa Alpha identify a member of their
chapter who exemplifies the values of the Sorority. This year, Epsilon
Epsilon Omega chose Sister Tia Butler as Sister of the Year for 2014.
Read below a bit of background on our Sister of the Year!
Chapter, school, and year initiated in Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc.: Alpha Eta, Virginia Union University Spring 2004
Year joined Epsilon Epsilon Omega: 2008
Current and past involvement in Epsilon Epsilon Omega and Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc (positons held, committee involvement,
etc.): Chair of platform III, Co-Chair of Nominating committee, Co-Chair
of membership committee, Vice President, member of sisterly relations
and fundraising committees, and financial secretary.
College(s)/Degrees(s): I have both my bachelor’s and master’s degrees in social work
Other community service involvement: I’m a board member of
Dream Girls Academy
Why did you become an AKA?
One of my favorite quotes is by the great Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. "Life's most persistent and urgent question is, what are you doing for others?" It has always been
my passion to help others live and maintain a great quality of life according to their
standards. During my matriculation at Virginia Union University, I was able to expand my knowledge about the helping profession (the field of social work) and gain
a better understanding about the importance of helping your community as a
whole. That defining moment in my life made me realize that I not only wanted to
help individual people, but my community as well. This sparked my interest in becoming a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. I knew that I wanted to join a
service organization that embodied my personal morals and values--an organization that would help me to effectively and positively bring about change in our local
communities and leave a blueprint, so others may follow in our footsteps of giving
back and impacting their local community. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc exemplified everything I was looking for and more. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc is a
service organization that is truly in the business of helping others. Since becoming a
member, I have been extremely satisfied with the progress that I have made towards my life's mission. I also have enjoyed being a part of a great sisterhood that
continues to uplift and give back! As you can see, AKA is a great fit for me!
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Sister in the Spotlight: Patricia McKinney Lewis
This year marks Sister Patricia McKinney Lewis’s 40th year as a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated. For the
past 40 years, she has demonstrated what a woman of Alpha
Kappa Alpha should be—community-minded, intelligent, caring,
hardworking, and family-oriented. For the past 40 years, Sister
Lewis has dedicated herself to the Epsilon Epsilon Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha and her local community.
Sister Lewis grew up in Danville, Illinois and earned her postsecondary degrees from the University of Illinois. For 33 years,
she served as a teacher and administrator in the Champaign
Community Unit School District #4. After retirement, she continued to assist the district and the region as a consultant and mentor.
Sister Lewis has also devoted herself as a member of the St. Luke CME
Church in Champaign, IL and served in a variety of roles, including—as the Recording Steward, Chairman of the Board of Stewards, founder and moderator of the Annual Black History Trivia Contest, chair of the annual African American Read-In, and
director of the St. Luke Food Pantry.
As a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated, she has served
as Chapter President, Chapter Vice President, and Chapter Fundraising Committee
Chairman. She has also served as the General Chairman for the 51st Central Regional Conference for Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Cluster IV Coordinator, and Central Region Program Committee Sub Committee Representative for Cluster IV, just
to name a few. She was also the original grant writer for Epsilon Epsilon Omega
chapter to partner with Reading Is Fundamental, which is a nonprofit children’s
literacy organization—the largest of its kind in the U.S.. The chapter is still partnered with the organization, over 30 years later.
Today, Sister Lewis continues to serve her community beyond the capacity
that has been described here. Along with her husband Vernon, she lives in Savoy,
Illinois. She and her husband are the proud parents of two sons—Vada and Shawn.
Sister Lewis is undoubtedly the epitome of a lady of Alpha Kappa Alpha and
that is why she is our Sister in the Spotlight for March 2015!
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35 Years of Promoting Literacy
Epsilon Epsilon Omega’s Partnership with Reading is Fundamental (RIF)
The Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated is celebrating its 35th partnership year with Reading Is Fundamental (RIF). RIF is the largest children’s literacy nonprofit organization in the
United States. RIF prepares and motivates
children to read by providing them new free
books and literacy resources. RIF’s vision is
a literate America in which all children have
access to books, and discover the joys and
value of reading. RIF inspires children to be
lifelong readers through the power of
choice—children are able to choose their
own books that are provided by charitable
donations from RIF.
Our chapter is the only African American
organization in central Illinois to have a RIF contract. RIF has become a signature program of Epsilon Epsilon Omega in the Champaign-Urbana Community since Mrs. Patricia
Lewis obtained the first RIF contract for Epsilon Epsilon Omega in 1980. Mrs. Lewis
chaired the RIF committee for 30 years (1980-2010).
When she was asked why she sought out the first RIF contract in 1980, and what her vision was for our community, Mrs. Lewis passionately stated, “I remembered as a child the
first time I visited a library I was amazed at
the number of good books. The library became a place I loved to visit. I fell in love with
reading. Reading became very important to
me as a child and a teen. My vision was that
children with few resources would have the
opportunity for book ownership and become
avid readers. As a young teacher, I knew that
the ability to read was the key to learning and
understanding other subjects in school. I realized that some children lived in homes with no
books. I started the RIF project for the Sorority
to provide books to children with few resources (low income homes) during the summer
months. Allowing children to select books that they are interested in reading promotes the
love for reading.”
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35 Years of Promoting Literacy, continued

Over the past several years, the Epsilon Epsilon Omega RIF committee has expanded its
distribution of books from the summer months to several times throughout the year to
provide students with additional opportunities to obtain their own personal books. The
RIF committee will give books to children this Christmas as gifts.
On February 27, 2015, the Epsilon Epsilon Omega RIF committee distributed books to
more than 40 children at the Don Moyer Boys and Girls Club in Champaign, IL. The books
were purchased with a generous $500.00 donation from Macy’s Department Store. During
the book distribution, Sorority members not only read to students, but also talked to students about the importance of reading. The students celebrated Epsilon Epsilon Omega’s
35th RIF birthday with cake and punch.
Epsilon Epsilon Omega will host a RIF Family Reading Skills Night at the Urbana Neighborhood Connection Center on Friday, May 15, 2015 from 5:30-7:30. We will provide children with books, and parents with strategies and resources to enhance their children’s
reading skills during the summer. This event will be open to the Champaign-Urbana community.
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Education Watch: School Board Candidate Forums
Danville Forum
On March 7, 2015, on the commemoration weekend of the historical march
from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama,
Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter was on
the ground hosting a voter education
forum for the school board elections in
Danville Illinois. The forum was the only
school board forum being hosted in the
community during this election cycle.
Candidates in attendance were: Wade
Adam, Jane E. Campbell, Gladys C. Davis,
Bill Dobbles, Shelly Larson, Thomas Miller, and Shannon Schroeder. Residents were able to learn about the current issues facing District
#118, while learning valuable information to take with them to the polls.
Thank you to EEOmega President Murial Jones, the Danville Connections Committee Coordinators
(Sisters Johnnie Carey, Alice Payne and Leola Davis), our moderator Sister Tricia Teague, EEOmega
Connections Committee, and members for spearheading this effort to serve the community.

Champaign Forum
On March 19, the Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. held a “Meet the
Candidates” forum at Mt. Olive Missionary Baptist Church in Champaign, IL.
The event was organized under the leadership of Sister Nicole Anderson Cobb, the chairman of the chapter’s
Connections Committee. The Connections Committee is the political action arm of the organization, and encourages public engagement with public policy at the local, statewide, and national level.
The purpose of this event was to invite Champaign residents to meet candidates for the upcoming April
7 election for the Champaign Community Unit
School District #4. The
forum involved a meet
and greet session with
candidates, and a question-and-answer session
moderated by Kimberly
Shine who is a reporter
with WICD NewsChannel
15, and a member of the
Epsilon Epsilon Omega
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated. The candidates in attendance were: Amy Armstrong,
Jamar Brown, Azark David Cobbs, Christopher Kloeppel, Kerris Lee, Kathy Richards, Jonathan Westfield and Alissia Young.
The event was well-attended by community members representing a range of age groups and with different interests in education—parents, educators, students, and others. Attendees were able to build on their
prior knowledge as well as ask tailored questions given their own interests and issues of importance. EEOmega
is confident that attendees can go to the voting polls well-informed after attending the forum!
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Good News & Announcements
Good News
On May 24, 2015, Sister Patricia McKinney Lewis will mark 40 years of
continuous service in Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., and also 40
years in Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter.
In October 2014, Sister Patricia McKinney Lewis was awarded a lifetime achievement award in Chicago at the National One Church One
School national conference.

Upcoming Programs
and Events
April 18 Volunteering at St.
Luke CME Food Pantry
May 15

RIF Family Reading
Skills Night at the
5:30Urbana Neighbor7:30 pm
hood Connection
Center

This year marks Sister Murial Jones’ 25th year of continuous service in
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Sisters Nicole Anderson-Cobb, PhD and Desiree McMillion were honored by being listed on the University of Illinois’ list of Excellent Teachers in 2014.

Spiritual Support
The power of God within you is greater than the pressures of troubles around you. Our power to survive challenges resides not in us
but with God, who dwells within us. Christians are not exempt
from the punches that life throws at us, or from the storms that
inevitably threaten our stability. With full confidence in God’s
power to sustain us in all circumstances, we can say with
Paul, “We are hard-pressed on every side, yet not crushed; we are
perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; struck
down, but not destroyed” (2 Corinthians 4:8-9).

Support Historically Black Colleges and
Universities!
Members of the nine fraternities and Sororities that are a part of
the National Pan-Hellenic Council collectively aim to raise
$100,000 for the United Negro College Fund by April 30. Interested individuals can join this effort by sending a text message to
50555 to donate $10. To donate a larger amount, individuals can
visit: www.uncf.org/divine9. Members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
should text “UNCFAKA” to 50555.
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*Please visit chapter website
calendar for program and
event details

Website: akaeeomega.org
Email:
akaeeomega@gmail.com
Mailing:
Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter
P.O. Box 971, Champaign, IL
61824
Facebook:
Epsilon Epsilon Omega
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Twitter: eeomegaaka
Instagram: eeomegaaka

